Welcome

To get the most out of this presentation, please browse to www.groupmap.com.
The effective way for groups to plan, discuss and decide

- Visual templates for critical and organised thinking.
- Customisable rules and brainstorming styles.
- Individual responses which combine to reveal the results.
- More engagement, participation and real time feedback.
- More insightful than a poll, more focused than a tweet and days faster than paper based options.

Think better together.
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These are what we call maps

Start from over 40 templates or design your own. Including open brainstorming, consensus building, case study analysis, collecting questions, decision making, lessons learnt and many more...

Lists

Charts

Canvases

Mind Maps

Think better together.
Customise to fit your own facilitation process

Groupmap is very flexible so you can build the team facilitation around your own process.

Choose how your group reaches consensus. We’ve given all the tools you need to prioritise, rate and vote.

Think better together.
Share the outcomes

Reports let you provide evidence and transparency of the group decision making process.

Think better together.
Some of our GroupMappers
We really enjoyed using GroupMap to do an ideation workshop. It was great to get real time ideas, and also lessen the time to act on them. (leadership was amazed that I wasn't going to have to spend days entering post-its!)

Jon Racic
Kroger International

I really enjoyed this planning session and I think GroupMap provides an excellent platform for everyone to have their input and still keep the process efficient.

Brendon Vines
Board Member
55 Central
A recent example...

120 people brainstorming key actions now to improve mental health
Open ended questions

- Hopefulness, Dignity & Respect - What can be done differently for services to embed...
- Early & Responsive Intervention - What can be done differently for services to embed...
- Coordinated & Collaborative Care - What can be done differently for services to embed...
- Coordinated & Collaborative Care - What can be done now to get things moving?
- Working in Equal Partnerships - What can be done differently for services to embed...

Colour coded teams
Digital Scribes

Shared devices
Results in real time
(Blurry on purpose)

24 teams, 157 ideas
FACILITATED DISCUSSION
Case examples: Team building days, Project team meetings
Format: Collaborative work teams

12 month work planning
5-10 people

• What are our successes and failures over the last 12 months?
• What are the key priorities for the next 12 months?
• How can we resolve some of these challenges?
• How can we make our city more sustainable, innovative and safe?
Wider Stakeholder Consultation

Case example: Public Sector Innovation Conference

Identify approaches to drive efficiency on 6 areas in the public sector

150 people

- Develop a SMART goal to be shared with the group
- How might we address ...(6 different perspectives)
- Prioritise the top 6 ideas according to level of value vs impact
Organisational Change
Case example: Curtin University Living our Values project.
Format: Open Space Technology and Senior Executive Summit

80-200 people

Which of these values do you think our organisation should take forward with us?

What behaviours support the values you most resonate with?

How can we integrate values into our people, systems, structures and strategy?
### OUR VALUES AND SIGNATURE BEHAVIOURS

**Integrity**
- To act ethically, honestly and with fairness
- **Honour commitments**
- **Engender trust through openness, honesty and consistency**
- **Lead by example and act with due care**
- **Make informed decisions and be accountable for outcomes**

**Respect**
- To listen, value and acknowledge
- **Ensure safety, health and wellbeing are paramount**
- **Act professionally with courtesy and consideration of others**
- **Give and be responsive to constructive feedback**
- **Value diversity and promote equity and inclusion**

**Courage**
- To lead, take responsibility and question
- **Embrace challenges and opportunities with agility and purpose**
- **Support intellectual freedom and value bold ideas**
- **Take ownership of decisions and learn from experience**
- **Live our values and uphold our guiding principles**

**Excellence**
- To strive for excellence and distinction
- **Reflect, learn and improve**
- **Advance creativity and innovation**
- **Offer exceptional levels of service**
- **Acknowledge success and the achievements of others**

**Impact**
- To empower, enable and inspire
- **Deliver outcomes that make a difference**
- **Inspire others to fulfill their potential**
- **Work together to achieve common goals**
- **Build partnerships that create opportunities**

Building on a foundation of **integrity** and **respect**, and through **courage**, we will achieve **excellence** and have an **impact** on the communities we serve.

Visit [curtin.edu.au/livingourvalues](curtin.edu.au/livingourvalues)

**Living our values.**
Make tomorrow better.
Community Consultation
Examples: Town of Armadale, EMRC, Curtin University
Format: Open exhibits

What do you love about the town? What would you like more of?

How can we develop our economy and increase business viability?

What excites and bores you about the future of learning?
FLIPPING THE CLASSROOM